Environmental and Social Due Diligence
Resolved: Shareholders request the Board of Directors report on the company’s due diligence
process to identify and address environmental and social risks related to emissions, spills, or
discharges from Honeywell’s operations and value chain. The report should:
●
●

Explain the types and extent of stakeholder consultation; and
Address Honeywell’s plans to track effectiveness of measures to assess, prevent, mitigate,
and remedy adverse impacts on the environment and human health

Whereas: Honeywell’s operations are linked to significant pollution incidents, including PCB
contamination, violation of air quality standards, and liability for numerous EPA Superfund Sites. 1
Failure to adequately assess and mitigate environmental and social impacts from company
operations often results in litigation, project delays, and significant fines. For instance, Honeywell
has reportedly incurred over $261 million in fines since 2000, over half of which are related to
environmental penalties. 2 The company is also ranked in the top 10 companies responsible for
water pollution globally, according to a 2020 report. 3 Honeywell lists material environmental
liabilities as an operational risk and anticipates future environmental lawsuits, claims, and costs. 4
This “cost of doing business” for the company has disparate and significant costs for community
members, public health, and the environment. 5 In 2020, New Jersey filed a lawsuit against
Honeywell for allegedly knowingly polluting water and soil with cancer-causing PCBs.6 In 2019,
Honeywell reached settlements to pay up to $16.2 million in South Carolina and $4 million in
Georgia for PCB contamination as well. 7 In June 2021, Honeywell and two other companies
agreed to pay over $65 million for allegedly contaminating drinking water in New York with PFAS,
a long lasting chemical associated with developmental and reproductive issues, cancer, and
immunological effects.8 The company is also facing lawsuits over endangering residents with
hazardous waste contamination from its Illinois uranium facility and for soil and groundwater
contamination at the Gary/Chicago International Airport. 9
Fenceline communities have criticized Honeywell for lack of effective community consultation
surrounding pollution incidents, and for insufficient cleanup. 10 A legacy Honeywell pollution coke
smoke stack in Tonawanda, NY is linked to decades of health impacts, including elevated cancer
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risks, cardiopulmonary disease, and birth defects.11 Community members allege they have not
been adequately consulted in cleanup efforts, and Honeywell is lobbying to reclassify the site,
which may result in less comprehensive remediations.12
Failure to adequately address environmental and social risks poses material legal and regulatory
risks to the company and its shareholders. Honeywell reserved $660 million for environmental
liabilities in 2020 but is unable to reasonably estimate future potential costs for environmental
liabilities. 13 Honeywell does not disclose any detailed information on its processes for community
consultation beyond philanthropy initiatives. Investors lack sufficient disclosure on how
Honeywell’s Environmental and Social initiatives and other due diligence processes identify and
address environmental and social risks associated with its pollution.
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